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What five words best describe the City of Shawnee? 

Super awesome 

fadad 

Clean.efficient government  



Unique, family-friendly, special,  

Fun family oriented clean 

Family community history church neighborhood  

Small town atmosphere, hills,  

Quiet, friendly, beautiful 

Walk, friends, festivals,  

Neighborhood community beautiful kind  

Friendly hot home town feel 

Community, Homey, Small-town, space, parks 

Small town effect 

Everything’s close by and the diversity. 

Home family community school friendly 

Community clean growing fun  

Small town feel everything you need almost 

Fun 

Cute; convenient near shopping 

Local, hospitality, breweries, affordable, welcoming  

Busy 

Familiar, quaint, convenient, upandcoming 

Small family Nice 

Recreation, outdoor walking  

Growing, little big town 

Fun, home,  

Friendly small town atmosphere  

Family fun that’s close to home 

Families, older, small, stuck 

Home small friendly inexpensive community 

Big town small town charm 

Quaint, nice, quiet, fun safe 

Local, quiet, green,  

Growing; active; engaged; innovative; fun; safe 

Small, cute, community, different levels 

Loyal, fun, active, friendly, welcoming  



Small town atmoshere 

Community, central, cute, diverse, green 

Best place to live 

Fabulous  

Boring, bad weather, nothing to do,  

Boring, lots of blank space...  

Clean, friendly, fun 

Growth Historical Family Community 

Small town  

Developing, calm, small; 

Family  

Fun and very very cool 

Friendly welcoming happy clean safe 

Friendly Small town feel 

Good to live 

Community 

Fun 

Fun 

Family friendly, inclusive, low traffic, variety 

Fun,exciting,safe,friendly;inclusive  

Fun clean innovative safe  

Clean, nice ,friendly,  

Nearby suburban upscale friendly growing 

Great community, we lived here for 8 years and still consider it home 

Home family events breweries food 

Kind fun kid friendly 

Safe green clean long fun 

Recreation, explore, spacious, events 

Fun cool nice inviting awesome 

Great 

Nice place to live 

Modern 

Friendly, clean, trails, fun, great 



I love Shawnee so much' 

Family friends fun exciting amazing 

Fun, safe, hidden gem, family, unique 

Small town feel, friendly’ comfortable 

Small, fun, unique, affordable, quaint 

Hip rising friendly lively caring 

Very safe and loving community  

Easy fun relaxed safe  

Home feeling, welcoming, relaxing  

Cool awesome lit the best transendant 

Family friendly convenient quiet opportunity  

Fun, community, family, dancing, parades 

Family food clean sports calm  

Friendly clean quiet expensive family 

Clean fun family friendly nice  

Good safe 

Family, fun, enjoyable  

Small town feel  

Events, Shopping, fun, family, inclusive 

Family Friendly, Fun, Efficient, Growing 

Great place to raise kids. 

Small but fun, active, unknown 

Famil community growth  

Responsive. Families 

Evolving, Eventful, Exciting, Peaceful, Clean 

Clean friendly flourishing welcoming pet-friendly 

Quaint, family, 

local hometown rebirth niche small business 

Separated, slow-growing, calm, safe 

Setting up Shawnee for success 

Growing, safe, peaceful  

Community, Personal, fun, downtown, family 

Improving, stubborn, indecisive, complicated, confused 



Charming, Slow, Dull, Quiet, Safe 

Friendly, Affordable, Clean, Family, Comfortable 

GREAT ON THE WEST SIDE 

quiet, safe, location 

Boring, Suburban, Old, Unfair, Safe 

Overregulated, controlling, wealthy, comfortable, and mature 

Lush, active, comfortable, unique, community  

Cozy, quaint, family-friendly, diverse, potential 

Friendly thriving cozy picturesque community  

Old, family friendly, dirty, stagnant in growth and good schools in western Shawnee. 

Quiet boring Deceitful backwards  

Fragmented, NIMBY, lack of plan, residential, not a destination  

Farmland sunshine spacious suburban spread-out 

Family based  

Small Town feel in the heart of the metro. 

Family oriented, park system, technology, clean, reponsoce to citizen needs 

Happy  

Cozy, Tight Knit, Friendly, Quaint, Tranquil  

Friendly, beautiful, peaceful, active, family-oriented  

Safe, quiet, suburb, needs improvements  

Up and coming 

Wonderful parks and location. Home 

Real, heart, diversity, hills,  

Wholesome, family, community, semi-quaint, picturesque  

Welcoming, green, old  

Hometown, Friendly, Welcoming, Safe, Nature 

Real. Affordable. Genuine. Easy. Peaceful 

Safe, Friendly, up and coming, breweries, family 

vacant strip malls. run down.  

quiet, safe, nice 

Family, recreation, suburbs, developing, community 

Residential  

History, beer/liquor stores Andy shops, chains (food/retail), trails, residential 



Friendly people with great values 

Quiet safe friendly easy access to highways all the retail you ever need 

family, outdated, growing, suburbia, edcuation 

Suburban, small-feel, diverse, quaint, easy-going 

The Safe City 

Safe 

Never Stop Never Settle Hennessy 

Friendly, affordable, good schools, spacious 

Clean and active 

Trees friendly people closetoeverything 

Small, old, relaxed, growing, friendly  

Homey, easygoing, historic 

Community. Connectivity. Kindness. Family. Openness 

Changing 

Progressive Home parks community friendly 

Clean nice friendly close and local 

Fun, close to me, quaint  

Clean safe happy busy 

Fun, relaxed, good for kids 

Cool friendly  

Upcoming growing split community 

Inviting, cozy, large, friendly, enthusiastic 

Friendly, up and coming, cute, older, expanding 

Fun, activities, far, great beer, fun festival 

Great town 

solid, easy, structure, space, terrain 

small town; older; friendly; green; diverse 

Relaxed, Traditional, Community, Lively, Fresh 

Friendly,good, outsidely,loving,trees 

Quiet calm  

Friendly, home, Kansas 

Home, Safe, Friendly, Family-friendly 

Quiet, quaint (at least before all of the apartments), friendly, small, welcoming 



Security police law order clean 

Friendly Happy Family Home Safe 

Fun places to visit eat 

Growing 

Nice, quaint, pretty 

Friendly, diverse, involved, open  

Idk 

Peaceful, convenient, walkable, neighborly, safe 

Accessible, fun, big, rising, energetic  

Fresh upto date 

Family community fun growing 

Home Play Community Safe Developing 

Hometown place with hometown hospitality  

Great city, love the people 

Steady, optimistic, welcoming, fun, thingstodo 

Clean family. Active. Complete.  

Clean family. Active. Complete.  

Active 

Frontier, Suburban, Eclectic, Family, Friendly  

Friendly fun lively family-oriented 

Hometown, friendly, Belgian history, vibrant, inviting 

Local Eastern Shawnee is better.  

Happy fun  

Concerts. Bate city 

Exciting, schools are close, 

Humble, considerate, friendly, down to earth. 

Trees, River, Home, Native-America, Community 

Home, Safe , Accepting, Quaintly, Traditional  

Vintage, classic, supportive, convenient, home 

Family, chill, up and coming 

Slow moving, family oriented, schools, friendly, and hardworking 

Engaging, community, family-oriented, diverse, fun 

Safe, fun, important, love, hope  



Friendly 

Friendly, nice, family 

Clean friendly fun  

Unknown 

Friendly & nice 

Family good location safe  

Home, familiar, friendly, safe, supportive 

Friendly great people  

Family friendly growing community  

Cute cozy classic nostalgic welcoming 

Friendly, great people, dogs Love it 

Safe, small, fun, convenient, pretty 

Lively safe suburban events busy 

Old culture brick family home 

Variety convient people shaded yummy 

Community, Vibrant, Local, Friendly, North Joco 

Cool 

Fun,clean, friendly, lively,good 

Parks, family, mixed financial, needs more like lexna 

Fun  

Friendly safe growing great schools 

Small town feel 

Pretty 

Community, welcoming, clean, safe, home 

Lots of fun 

Dog friendly  

Easy going friendly. Just right 

Second time here so idk 

B 

Family ice cream farms open spaces pizza 

Parks, small, easygoing, nice 

Quaint efficient friendly historic safe 

Friendly, conservative,small town, growing, family oriented 



Quiet, old, young, hardworking, easy 

Eventful, community, parks, improvements, comfortable  

Love the new shops and restaurants  

Family, Friendly, Fun, Festivities 

Safe home downtown beer chill 

H 

Good 

Safe and clean 

Friendly, convenience, healthy, green, growing 

Friendly small town growing happy 

Our wonderful granddaughter works there 

Fun up cool hip 

Too crowded, too many apartments  

Fun inviting homey friendly nice 

Fun responsive community 

Fun, family, parks, pools 

Cute fun breweries local desirable 

Fun, simple 

Nice friendly fun clean happy 

Urban suburban quaint businesses friendly  

Growing, friendly, not crowded, a 

Growing west 

Nice relaxed community  

Not overly developed 

Safe quiet fair trees Integrity 

Hometown, friendly, safe, family-oriented, open spaces 
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How would you describe Shawnee to someone who has never visited? 

Super awesome 

cool 

Unique 

fad 

Shawnee is an updated city but still with the small town feel. 

Nice 

A more “rural” suburb of KC within the city  
Great location, great schools. Diverse viewpoints. Some people are excited about development, some 
people fight it thoughtlessly. We really need more thoughtful development. If you move here or visit, 
realize you will have to drive for variety.  
I would explain that Shawnee is pretty big and has different pods, some old homes, some new, some 
large, some small, it's a diverse area for home options. There is a east/west divide though. 

Great combination of old and new. Downtown is making a turnaround!  

Homey small town feel 

safe suburban community with a small town friendliness 
Lovely small city with country nature all around. Proof that all of Kansas is not flat! Also appreciated that 
we didn’t allow fireworks until now!! 

Overbearing government. High taxes. Unaffordable housing. 

diverse  

Small town atmosphere with big city amenities nearby.  

Friendly small town vibe! 

A nice suburban city that is modern, but not pretentious.  

growing, coming alive again, easy to get around in, meets your needs 



A decent sized city with a small town feel. 

A vibrant community with a rich history 

Historical town, now midtown Johnson County. 

It’s a great city and we are close to everything  
Great location with access to most amenities people need. Small town feel with great schools, parks and 
recreation. 

Small town with access to resources for all human needs 
My home town. Moved to FL for 12 years and came right back. The people (for the most part) are 
wonderful.  

Safe small town vibe 
Shawnee is in a great location, being close to Kansas City, has a cool downtown, and is a great place to 
raise a family.  

Unique, It's a Shawnee thing, you wouldn't understand.  

Nice quiet town that is becoming an apartment filled city 

Very nice small city with really friendly & helpful people 

A suburb within easy distance of everything you need in the Kansas City area 
West Shawnee: Aggressive, transient, driven by money and too hectic! (We built a home there and 
loved the home for 15 years. Hated the feeling of living in that part of Shawnee.) 
Old Shawnee: (Where we returned to) Hometown feel, easier going, nice feeling overall, friendlier 
people, caring community.  

It's very family oriented  

Na 

Nice small town  
Shawnee is a great city, with beautiful parks and walkways. I love how clean and safe it is. The location 
is close to all necessities! 

City and nature all in one.  

Small town 

My hometown! 

Old fashioned 

Quaint, friendly, not progressive, no art 
A drive through town. Has many amenities however older areas are ignored and the western part is the 
focus. Hold business owners to a higher standard of upkeep. Take care of what’s here before building 
new developments. Increase police present in the problem areas. Before safety issues get worse class 
up the city that already exists. It’s losing that quickly.  

Small town, great proximity and not overcrowded 
We are a small community with a hometown feel. We don't need a lot of flash or bling, we are a beautiful 
city and work hard to keep it that way. This is a great city to raise a family. 

Friendly, clean  

Small town charm, suburban convenience. 



Small town feel, large city amenities  

Small town in a Big City Metro 

Friendly city that’s growing but has never forgotten it’s roots 

A medium size city with good schools, nice neighborhoods, and lots of parks. 

Small town feel but unfortunately no nice sit down restaurants. 

A safe and friendly city to visit  

2 degrees of separation from everyone else! In a good way… 
A suburb in Kansas City who likes to think they are a "small town" and is a bit of melting pot of residents 
with a wide array of socio-economic classes. Also, they are very afraid of anything that looks like or 
smells like development.  
Shawnee is a suburb of Kansas City with great tradition of entertainment and history like Old Shawnee 
Town. There a also many parks too choose from for exercise and/or pay or just hang out.  

Nice community, working to find its new identity with a family first outlook.  

Quiet suburb with great schools, lots is green space and nice people 

Quiet town with fast food and strip malls 

An area of Jo Co not landlocked like so many other communities -  

Great place to raise a family. Well located in the metro 

Comfortable 
Shawnee is a suburb of KC but has a small town feel with friendly neighbors, easy highway access and 
excellent schools.  

Small town feel with large City amenities 

Nice, affordable suburb that's convenient to most other parts of KC.  

Suburb of KC. Small-town feel. 

Nice Quiet Johnson County City - Western is more rural than eastern portion 

A suburban area growing from a small town.  

A great educational experience about life in Shawnee in the 1920,s 
A suburb of Johnson County with a little bit of everything - great residents, wonderful parks, revitalized 
downtown, and all types of commercial businesses.  

Clean, safe, nice neighborhoods perfect for families with lots of things to do! 

Neighborhoods with people who care about their property. 
Resident focused. Trying to find the right balance between the values and cultures of the past with 
present day changes. Very glad I live here. 
Eastern Shawnee is really developing with some cool spots to hit downtown, with walkable density and 
bike lanes. It's a family friendly place but grown ups have options just for them, too. Not as entitled as 
southern JoCo. 

Spends a lot of taxpayer money on rebranding and other unnecessary items.  

Beautiful like a Hallmark movie 



Small town feel but all the amenities  

Parks has lots of activities for everyone.  

SMALL MIDWEST HISTORICAL TOWN 

A unique, safe, community 

A small town with big city attitude. 

Wonderful community to raise a family. 

Great place to live, safe and well maintained. Great location in respect to the surrounding metro. 
Shawnee has a hometown vibe with incredible neighbors, great parks and trails and a unique and 
growing downtown with cool breweries. It's the kind of place where you see someone you know at the 
grocery store and everyone stops to chat. 

Nice people, great place for families 

Shawnee has a small town feel, with quick access to the nearby big city attractions. 

comfortable 

suburb of KC 

Small town feel on the edge of a large city (metro) 

Family orientated  

Great location, small town feel  

Small community in a large city 

Rural with city access 

Fun 

My kids describe it to others when we travel as a great neighborhood feel with beautiful trails and parks.  

A small community with great amenities. 

A suburban city that focuses on connection 

friendly 

An historic town coming into the new era while maintaining town tradition 

Nice hometown feel 

Quiet suburb 
Western Shawnee is a great suburb to raise a family in. Quick to get just about anywhere. Feels like a 
small town. Needs more places to eat!  

Perfect location, just outside the hustle of a big city, but close enough to enjoy the opportunities. 

Not so small Small Town USA 

Small town feel 

Smaller town feel bit close to everything the metro has to offer.  

Nice  



Live there but go to OP and Lenexa for entertainment. Location is great! Access to everywhere is within 
20 min 

small town feel 

Sprawling small town that keeps growing 

Home if surveys that go no where  

A small town feel that it's a big city area. 

Decent suburban area 

It's a small town feel, yet close to larger communities. Neighborhoods are protected from urban sprawl. 

A suburb of KC has a small town feel close to the city 

A small town feel, in the middle of the city 

A suburb of a big city with a small-town feel 

Casual and welcoming hometown feeling. 

Laid back, great accessibility to the greater KC metro, love all the parks nearby 

An established community with little growth. 

Community / youthful / Family Friendly / Event Driven / safe / accessible 

Nice town 

typical midwestern suburb 

Quiet suburb town near KC 

Nice size with a hometown feel 
City that has potential but has pockets that need attention and not a lot of quality restaurants or retail 
stores 

Friendly, lots of neighborhoods 

Your average suburban  

Suburbia 

Affordable suburbia  

A big little town. Growing in size and amenities.  

Quiet suburb — hopefully growing 

Perfect city for whatever.... 

Small town feel within a metropolitan area 

suburban 

Small town feeling 

Small town atmosphere while close to major activities and nice restaurants.  
A large, centrally located, diverse suburb with a good mix of urban amenities and natural elements. 
There are some vacant areas that need or are being redeveloped.  

Small town feel  



Bedroom community for the KC metro trying to become a place in its own right  

Safe  

Used to be safe and a quiet place to raise your family.  
Located close to Downtown and the rest of the city. Shawnee has a great mix of old neighborhoods and 
rural areas which is unique. Downtown Shawnee is going through some terrific changes.  

Older community with diversity where neighbors get to know each other.  

A great place to live that has great neighborhoods and not so busy like other suburbs 
Great schools. Value for your money in housing. Starting to have a great scene in downtown with 
breweries, events.  

Nice little suburb that has it all 

Small town feel, great location to many amenities, friendly people. 
Nice area and like Western Shawnee better than Shawnee proper. Better school district in Western 
Shawnee.  

A comfortable community to live, work, and commute from though is struggling with its identity. 

Defines Johnson County.  

Convenient access to a wide variety of activities (but the activities aren’t necessarily in Shawnee) 

quiet town 

Home 

Nice place to live, close to everything you want in the metro area. 

Some nice parks and restaurants but no one defining area. Typical suburb.  

Neighborly, friendly, family-oriented  

A safe and fun place to raise a family  

Green, quiet, growing, pretty, shopping 

Small town feel/friendly 

Quiet 

Suburb of Kansas City with proximity to big city activities but with small town charm 

Multi-diverse culturals, good shopping and lots of parks! 

It's Johnson County's party town! 

A great City, with great services and a great location. 

A large Kansas City suburb with a small-town feel. 

Not your big city! 

Still quiet, edge of a major metro with good bike riding and large lot homes still available.  

Suburb of kc 

An average suburban city 



Shawnee has all the amenities you need plus easy access to major highways. Also closes JoCo city to 
KCI. 

hometown feeling with access to everything you need.  

Nice community with easy access to highways 

Convenient to downtown, diverse population 
A first tier suburb that has roots in its inception of being a healthy, convenient place to live and raise a 
family 

Small friendly town 

Suburb revitalizing it's downtown but with many issues typical of suburbs 

Humble Hometown 

Average midwestern suburb  

Ideal suburb removed from the city. 

Old suburb of KC in Johnson County 
A community that is trying to transform into an attractive destination that is very reasonable to live in cost 
wise and location wise to other attractions and the airport. 

Growing city with nice neighborhoods and parks, good schools and a decent selection of eateries 

Small town feel with having all the amenities you would want or get from a bigger town  

A diverse family friendly commuity a drive away from the city.  

More than beays your expectations 

Friendly 

Bedroom community 

A very religious community in serious need of diversity 

Great place to live.  

Nice quiet neighborhoods with close entertainment and parks 

Expansive Family-friendly town 
This place only wants rich people to live here and their leadership is super white and imposes classist 
religious ideals when not everyone in Shawnee is religious. 

Small town feel with big town ammenities 

A city with a small town feel and a world of outdoor adventures  

Na 

Small town 

A great city to raise a family in 

Lenexa want-a-be 

Big city with a hometown feel 
A city with a hometown feel. Many long time residents some of which are relatives of founding fathers 
and many new up and coming families coming for the easy going lifestyle. Convenient to nearly every 



corner of the Metropolitan Area with an infrastructure of highways and roads allowing easy access to 
major arteries. I always say you can get anywhere in Kansas City area within a half hour, I mean 
anywhere!!! Of course our Parks, Trees, People all are EXCELLENT! 

Small town feel just outside the big city. Quiet quaint neighborhoods.  

Quiet suburb of Kansas city 

A suburb of Kansas City  

Suburbia 

Not sure 

Bedroom community 

Peaceful. Convenience without the congestion! 

Small Town feel 

Family Friendly  

It's a major suburb that feels like a small town/rural area. 

Great town with so many things to do. 

Fun downtown area 

X 

Tier one suburb with country-burb feel 

the burbs but with some neat parks 

Beautiful scenery, quiet neighborhoods, great food, great shopping, diverse population  

A nice friendly city  

It changes identity as you drive from one place to the next 

A diverse suburb not too far from downtown KC 

Small town atmosphere that is expanding. 

Outdated 

Small town feel but with all the amenities with being in a large city. 

Small town feel, big city convenience.  
Western Shawnee doesn’t have much- not a lot of places to eat, or shopping. So I always say - 
Shawnee has everything great 15 minutes away.  

Shawnee likes to judge poor people and do whatever they can to chase them out of town.  

Calm & quiet  
A big small town that's friendly and convenient, safe, and easy to get around in with a lot of unique 
neighborhoods and things to do. 

A suburban community that still has a small town feel.  
Trump country, the current City Council has taken an anti-LGBTQ stance, and supports partisan local 
elections. We have public drinking, legal fireworks, but lack sidewalks and curbs in older segments of 
the community. 



A great little city in the suburbs of Kansas City 

deep in history, if inside the loop; brand spanking new if outside 

It's small but big. 
Shawnee is a cute area in KC that has lots of fun events, breweries, coffee shops. We love it because 
our young family can walk to the pool, park, library or church within just a few blocks. 

Clean, vibrant city, with plenty of activities and nature to explore. 

Suburb of KC with a small community vibe 
Right in the middle of all the places around KC. Within 15 minutes from the plaza, Kc, town center, 
119th, and more.  

High end community with affluent population but lacking direction and missing opportunities to grow  

I would tell them, "it use to be a great place to raise a family, but they're ruining that with gentrification.  

Fun 

Suburban town with loads of trees and a quaint downtown area  

Briefcase community 
A blend of old and new with wonderful neighborhoods, natural beauty, local businesses, good schools 
and excellent park system. 

Nice place to live 

A city with nothing to do. 

A small peaceful community with large city ammenities 

A small community with strong family values 

Calm suburb 

Peaceful and convenient  
Nice suburb on the edge of the KC metro. Well connected to rest of the city but reasonable traffic in 
Shawnee. Nice parks, good restaurants/breweries. 

Smaller community but growing quickly.  

Small town 

A friendly community that values parks, trails, quality schools and community events. 

It’s a nice place to live and we have the best restaurants.  

Hometown feel 

a suburb of Kansas City, really nice parks, good schools 

Convenient 

Easy  

Lots of parks…it’s a great place to raise kids! 

a very warm community -  

Small town in the city, a bedroom community 



A great suburb with a small town feel  

It's a nondescript, quiet, residential suburb of Kansas City. 

small town flavor but expanding west 

great place to live 
Suburban, but relatively diverse and not as transient as many suburbs. Much more interesting 
geography than one would expect in Kansas (hills, trees). Slow pace with friendly people. 

It used to have a nice home town feel but now it's building too many apartments. 

Boring 

Chill, low key 

Home for me , but to many people are trying to change it. It was perfect the way it was 10 years ago. 
Small suburban feel great neighborhoods and schools. Attracts more progressive and diverse families if 
politics stays out of the way. 

A town on the west side of KC metro 

A great place to live, centrally located in the KC-Metro area, with lots of amenities. 

An attractive and friendly community conveniently located to all of metro Kansas City  

Good community 

An upper-class suburb of Kansas City 

Feels like a small town 

Quiet, safe suburban neighborhood with great schools and easy access to KC.  
Shawnee is a great location to raise a family with a great system of schools and a community feel. The 
right size City that's close to the big city without all of the big city hassle. If you work in any part of the 
Metro Area, the commute is short and easy from Shawnee 

Suburban city with a small-town fee 

Family-oriented area with easy access to downtown KC and OP 

A quaint little city with a small town, neighborly feel. 

midwestern suburb 

Small and suburban with great parks and a cute downtown.  

Urban bordering on rural with lots of options for shopping local 

A big small town 

Á friendly family City  
A safe suburb of Kansas City that has a small town feel with big city amenities, nice parks, and great 
schools.  

Home town feel. 
Quiet, suburban, small. There are pockets of neighborliness, and other areas where people seem to be 
at odds with each other - there is divisiveness over the future of the city, and if development is positive 
or negative, and some conflicts in cultural values. Many residents seem to want to modernize and be 



more inclusive, others push back on this and it makes the community feel less welcoming. I think a 
brand that expresses a value of inclusion could help.  

Small town in a big city 

A farming community that is trying to become a city 

Smaller suburb of KC 

Backwards 

It is a great place to build a life and raise a family. It is centrally located within the Metro area. 

suburb of KC on NW side 

Friendly 

Up and coming, downtown has nice offerings, parks very well maintained 
A small town feel with plenty of activities throughout the year, super walkable downtown and a ton of 
parks! 

a bedroom suburb of Kansas City, MO 

Feels like a small town  

Bedroom community, car dependent, conservative  

Quiet town with lots of possibility. Friendly neighbors and easy access to surrounding cities.  
Shawnee provides a small town feel, while you are still close to a major metro area with excellent 
transportation (air, highways), different things to do and great places to eat and shop.  

Nondescript  

has just the right amount of everything, a middle class, family style, good location, enough shopping 

Boring 

Small town vibe with lots to do close to home.  

Shawnee is a rapidly growing community waking up from a 1960's slumber 
Old neighborhood which is close to the Plaza/Crossroads/downtown starting to revamp its self which is 
super cool!! 
A friendly suburban community with a great close in location. A great place to raise a family offering 
housing in a wide range of prices. 

It's a large suburb of Kansas City that feels like a small town but has big city ammenities 

Nothing but fast food and more coming. No decent place to eat.  
we are very conveniently located and have great access to anyplace you would want to visit. Our down 
town is becoming much more lively and there are some fun things to check out there. We have great 
schools and good established neighborhoods surrounded by trees and parks.  

Nice town, family friendly, good location, nice trees 

Controlled by political left thinking resulting in spending excesd 

Sleepy suburbia  

suburban lifestyle 

Easy access to anywhere in the city, lots of parks and trees. 



Quiet suburb in Johnson County on the west side of metro KC 

beautiful, lots of trees, not much traffic, slower paced 

A safe, friendly community 

Great medium size town 

A small town that has been swallowed by the KC metro area 

Easy to navigate very good good neighborhoods 
A suburb of Kansas City that is close to downtown with good schools and everything you need within a 5 
mile radius. 

nice suburban area 

Shawnee 

Mostly good 

A wholesome family community that values schools 

Has a small town feel. Very safe. Reminds you of Mayberry or Pleasantville. 

Reviving 

small town feel, peaceful, quiet, TONS of parks and walking trails 

Small town feel right next to the big city 

Quaint with a developing cultural scene 

Spread out suburb of KC with shopping and restaurants . 
Small, bedroom community, trying to grow but the wrong people have been trying to grow it. We have 
live here since 1990.  

Safe great place for families  

A nice place to live 

Great city with great neighbors  

Nice open space neighbors and plenty of shopping and dining 

Big small town, has a small town feel but is a bigger City in the metropolitan 

best place to raise a family, small town feel with strong values and sense of community  

It is the best of "suburbia." Not too big, not too small and just feels like home!  

Quirky 

Small town feel in a beautiful suburb of KC 

Small area that has lots to offer. Most things are pretty close if you can't find it in town. 

Suburb in Greater Kansas City; it's in Johnson County, so quality of life is high  

Small town feel with modern amenities.  

Quaint, suburban, in need of upgrades… 

Historic town with more modern features and a multitude of activities. 



safe, great place to walk, everything you need is close by 

Boring  

Suburb of Kansas City  

A suburb of KC. Like Lenexa, but without the cool things. 

the uglier Lenexa 

Small town feeling in a big area. 

Small town feel 

A nice place to live in the suburbs outside of downtown KCMO on KS side. Good schools.  

Small town in the heart of a metropolitan area.  

A small town feel, friendly and agile while still trying to keep everything relative 

Quiet 

a suburb that can stand on its own 
A smaller city with easy access to downtown KCMO and Overland Park that has a ton of charm that 
features great breweries and some neat parks  

very homey and cozy feeling 

Big city suburb with a small town feel 

Welcoming, pretty and clean 

Small town feel with neighbors and community who cares 

Nice KC suburban community  

Nice quiet, safe suburb to a fun metropolitan city with tons of heritage. 

Small town feel  

Small town 

Small town suburb 

Midwest Funshine 

Handy 

Small community in JO. CO.  

Lots of places to do things and restaurants to eat at... 

Great parks and great schools 

A small town piece of Americana. 
Shawnee is a wonderful place to live! Residents are out walking with children, using the parks, pools, 
library, and taking care of their homes and yards. 

Great potential but slow with the progress 

Small town in big city close to everything  
Mid-sized suburb with great schools, recreation and central location. It has a small-town vibe with 
educated, active residents. 



Underdeveloped KC inner suburb, working class with green spaces, family focused  

It’s a small town in a big city 

Convient and safe 

Mixed city- small downtown plus suburbs and apartment living. Great parks 

Small town feel near everything  

All the best parts of a small town with urban amenities. 

Small town family feel and safety.  

A hometown with lots of history and lots of room to grow. 

very quiet, not a lot going on 

Quiet suburban town, great for families, revitalizing downtown area 

A large city with a small town Attitude. 

Nice small well located suburb of kc 

It a small, suburban, bedroom community that’s growing fast! 
Western Shawnee is a quiet community with friendly neighbors. Desoto schools are very good. Close to 
grocery stores and a handful of restaurants. Growing with new businesses.  

Shawnee is a growing community that still has the feel of a small town but that feeling is dwindling. 

Not as small as it seems 

A suburban city in Northeast Kansas 

Midtown 

A city with all the conveniences, but a small town, and even some left of a rural, feeling. 

Liveable 

Clean neighborhoods and friendly people  

Nice quite town 

Small town  

Small town  

Modern city that has not forgotten their historical roots. 

A safe and fun community that has something to do for all ages.  

Hometown feel with access to large city entertainment  

A very friendly city with small town appeal.  

Suburb, nice community  

Large town options, small town vibe  

Friendly suburb on the edge of a big city - best of both worlds  
Fun mid sized town with lots of restaurants and parks. Great family environment and conveniently 
located for easy travel throughout KC metro.  



Friendly town - close to downtown - Growing 

City with a great location. Close to everything.  

A small community in a big city 
Lots of friendly people live here. Nice assortment of stores. Needs more restaurants, but there are many 
different ones. 

Big town with small town feel 

Large town, with small town atmosphere  

Friendly and convienent 

Like a small town but on the outskirts of a big town 

Small town surrounded by big towns. 

Two parts, old Shawnee, legacy inner ring suburb; new Shawnee,new suburb  

A friendly old fashioned city with modern infrastructure.  
Relocated to West Shawnee in 2004. I often describe it as a small town atmosphere full of down to earth 
people with good morals and values. One of the greatest benefits is its location (15-30 mins) from most 
things in the KC area in addition to one's access to a vast number of parks and trails. We are also close 
enough to the countryside for a nice Sunday drive. 

No firework display 

Where old meets new - we have history and new vibe easy access in and around KC 
Wonderful location, safe, family friendly, community activities, nice parks and recreation opportunities. 
Something for all. 

Quaint community 

Small town near a large town 

It's such a convenient location, safe, and very friendly! 

Great place to live. 
It's a normal suburban town with a lot of growth and change happening to make it a more memorable 
place  

A middle class suberb of KC. 

Small town surrounded by Kansas City 

Great place to live. Away from the congestion of other communities.  

A municipality with a small town feel.  

Good schools, more rural areas than most in joco  

A safe and clean community with something to offer all ages  

Small hometown feel with all the amenities & closeness to the big city.  
 
  



What five words best describe the City of Shawnee? 

One, two three 4 5 

cool 

Nostalgia Generations Community Faith Family 

fad 

Safe, clean, engaging, fun, community 

Nice clean friendly small  

Stop Building Apartments Please Thanks  

Peaceful. Quiet. Slow. Frustrating. Classic.  

location, divided, parks, breweries,  

Friendly, Great Parks, Family Friendly, Activities, Transparent  

Small Hometown convenient friendly maintained 

peaceful, safe, growing, rooted, fun 

Friendly Clean Pretty Diverse Homey  

Expensive, un-inclusive, white, old, outdated 

confused identity, non-cohesive, great walking trails, undecided identity, great location 

Safe, value, diverse, transportation, proximity 

Friendly, historic, comfortable, stone buildings,  

Family-friendly, safe, welcoming, good schools 

older, newer areas blending together 

Great place to raise a family 

History-Parks-Recreation 

Culture, diverse, midtown, reviving, friendly 

Friendly people helping each other 

Friendly, Clean, Safe, Beautiful 

Small, not busy 

Coinvent to downtown, parades, family. 

Family, hilly, safe, quaint, community 

Cute, Cozy, Homey, Parks, and Pools. 

Generations/Family, Greenspace, Community Events, Small Town Feel, Loyal 

Clean. Quiet. Safe. Friendly.  

Small town feel 

parks, politics, breweries, diverse, neighborhoods 



Values, Kindness, Relaxed, older, community  

Great memories & family oriented  

Character, parks, residential, family, work 

Home, Nice, small-town, community, friendly  

Beautiful. Clean. Safe. Welcoming. Fun 

Green, hills, friendly, parks, close proximity 

Green, simple, low-key, safe 

Home Parks People Growth History 

Cozy, quaint, small, bedroom community, local 

Provincial, friendly, visually boring 

OSD’s makes the town come off as trashy. Absolute mess.  

Safe, convenient, honest, spacious, fun 

Clean, hometown feel, solid community 

My home town  

Small town charm, suburban convenience. 

Trees, trails, safe, friendly 

Family-friendly, great parks and connections 

Home town, friendly, history, growing,  

Nice location, safe, good size, convenient to places 

Convenient location, run down buildings, safe, great neighbors 

Friendly, Safe, Clean, Attractive, Welcoming. 

Home, cozy, safe, authentic, real 

NIMBY (Not in my back yard syndrome, Confused, Well-located, Sprawling, New vs Old 

Tradition, historic, entertaining, religious, updating 

Clean, nice, small business focused, family focused  

Active. Engaging. Small-town. Friendly. Green.  

Quiet, Polite 

friendly, greenspace, variety, neighborly, accessible 

A best kept secret  

Comfortable, safe, growing, livable, arrogant 

safe, green space, great roads, excellent parks, educated 

Community, growth, family-friendly, suburban, opportunity 

Suburban, affordable, convenient, friendly, not progressive 



Fun, safe, pretty, central 

Innovative, Eventful, Hardy, Opinionated, Enjoyable 

Friendly, safe, easy access to the metro, good schools, middle income 
community, great employees, fantastic parks and rec programs, working toward building a better 
community 

Homey, Connected, Diverse, Growing, Safe 

Clean, safe, growing, suburb, fun 

Nice parks with families and pets. 

Safe, attractive, entertaining, friendly, clean, home 

trees, downtown, friendly, peaceful, dog-friendly 

Pretentious, deeply shallow, bland, misguided 

Green, Safe, Quiet, Small, Welcoming 

Safe, easy, ideal, fun  

Parks, Culture, Heritage, Activities, Breweries 

QUAINT, FRIENDLY, CLEAN, HISTORICAL, GROWING 

Friendly, tightknit, personality,relaxed, safe 

location, location, location, parks, parks 

Community, homey, peaceful, safe and well maintained. 

community, established, safe, entertaining, Good eats.  

Unique, hometown, community, approachable, friendly 

Community, Pride, Values, Welcoming, Right-sized  

friendly, fun, attractive, safe 

Comfortable, Safe, Growing, Community, Enjoyment 

stuck in the past 

Safe, Fun, Quiet, Calm, Beautiful 

family, community, safe,  

Home, Trails, Small Town, Parks, Developing 

Friendly, family, safe, fun 

Rural, safe, boring, growing  

Fun, freedom,  

Trails, parks, neighborhoods,  

Community, Growing, Accessible, Quaint, Clean 

local, homey, green, safe, connected 



welcoming, family, recreation activities, special events 

Traditional, historic, friendly, familiar, comfortable 

Friendly, neighborly, attractive, convenient, location 

Residential stable safe clean convenient  

Quaint, friendly, safe, clean, suburban 

Trees, hills, families, parks, active 

Pleasant, quiet, nature,  

Clean friendly neighborly safe current  

Close to everything, safe, clean 

Good place to call home. 

Boring Old Outdated With Potential  

low taxes 

Conservative suburban residential family oriented  

Survey , another survey ,  

Friendly, accommodating, welcoming, bright, pleasant 

Convenient. Moderate. Value. Old. New.  

Single family neighborhoods - not next to apts. 

Fun, family, friendly, innovative, mix of old and new 

Home away from home 

Friendly place to live 

Beautiful, welcoming, easygoing, friendly, peaceful  

Happy, friendly, accessibility, outdoors  

Not much going on. 

Community / Engaging / Family Friendly / Affordable / Pride 

Quiet, growing, location, friendly, services 

quiet safe trees parks 

quiet, inexpensive, parks, charming, potential  

Great place to call home 

family, conservative, average, potential 

Suburban, friendly,  

Small, hometown, accessible, kind, relaxed  

Good schools, safe community, small town feel, affordable, good for kids 

Value, schools, quality of life, relaxed, space 



A big little Kansas town. 

Quiet, suburb, disjointed,  

Respectful, engaging, large, small, fulfilling  

Simple, calm, convenient, conflicted, safe 

inclusive, diverse, relatively safe, friendly 

Liveable, variety,  

Small friendly upcoming convenient affordable  

Green, redeveloping, family oriented, central, friendly 

Community, Trust, Values, Charming, Growing 

Slow growing haven from KC 

Lacks diversity  

Used to be nice.  

Growing, clean, good infrastructure, parks 

diverse, convenient, beautiful neighborhoods, established, growing 

A great place to live 

Real. Friendly. Great people. Livable.  

Safe, diverse, comfortable  

Clean - Convenient- Great Amenities- Safe- Small Town Feel 

Clean, friendly, lack of restaurants in Western Shawnee, too many liquor stores and auto parts stores 

Safe, Parks, Location, Stagnant, and Unsure. 

A nice place to live. 

Suburban, predictable (Chain restaurants and stores), clean, safe, big 

divided, small town feel, 

Small underdeveloped old boring potential  

Comfortable, suburban, growing, diverse, upcoming 

Safe. Basic. Affordable. Good schools.  

Growing, friendly, great library  

Inclusive, family oriented, friendly, safe, growth  

Growing, green, activities, quiet, parks 

Friendly, Fun, Easy-Going, Relaxed, Enough 

Small town feel 

Safe, Friendly, Active, Opportunity, Home 

Growing, Changing, Improving, Safe, Diverse 



Fun, family-friendly, a little regressive 

Beautiful, Treed, Nice, Friendly, Happening 

Relaxed, walkable, cordial, uncrowded, growing  

Friendly, Clean, Fun 

West, spread out, open, bike friendly 

Residential, linear, small town, growing  

Suburbs 

Location, quiet, safe, community, happy 

friendly, accessible, proud, progressive, hometown  

City council does not listen 

old blue collar, new west 

Heritage, convenience, healthy, safe, parks 

Average town with lots of needs 

Parks, stoplights, interstates, suburb, nimbyism  

Family Heritage Humble Hometown Heart 

Conservative, safe, family, traditional, vanilla 

Friendly, community, respectful, courteous, adaptable 

Close to lenexa, they try 

Friendly, progressive, safe, good schools 

Affordable, walkable, convenient, comfortable 

Safe, community, homey, blue collar, growing  

Community, Parks, Diverse, Accepting, Welcoming 

Friendly, small town vibe 

Friendly historical safe scenic diverse 

Wyandotte County South 

Aging, entitled, conservative, religious, conforming 

Home, Family, Quiet 

Greenspace quiet comfortable accessible inviting 

Family-friendly, affordable, open, green, bustling 

Racist, classist, religious, unaccepting, republicans. 

safe, quiet, clean, fun, home 

Outdoor adventures small town feel 

Na 



Unincorporated, small, quant 

Home safe fun historic pretty 

family friendly, neighborhoods, merchants 

family, friendly, parks, tradition, vibrant 

Modern, Cozy, Convenient, Upscale, Entertaining 

Quiet, safe, friendly, entertaining, & growing.  

Quiet, friendly, fun, neighborly, nice 

Great place for a family 

Liberal (not a compliment!); small, yet big enough 

affordable fun humble 

Expensive  

Pretty, peaceful, safe, relaxed, convenient  

Community Nature friendly parks family  

Community, Clean, historic, family, friendly 

old-timey, shabby, historic, rundown 

Fun, adventure, historic, family-friendly, local-friendly  

Quaint, accessible, all-inclusive, fun, safe 

X 

Affordable JoCo, family centered, country-burb,  

normal, pretty, educated, diverse ?, residential  

Quiet diverse pretty fun food 

friendly - exciting - nice - good to live - livable  

Relaxed, Quiet, Safe 

Safe, diverse, developing, growing, suburb 

Curteous, clean, friendly. Supportive, home 

Safe, convenient, boring, diverse, Shawnee  

Quiet, Convenient, Safe, Unique, Space 

Convenient, variety, advancing, outdoorsy, family-friendly  

Parks, clean, smelly, (trash), n/a 

Not in my backyard Karens 

Home, comfy, quiet, calm, friendly  

Friendly, safe, plenty of shopping, 

Safe, Independent, fun, historical and proximity  



Safety, Parks, Closed-off, stunted 

Quiet. Safe. Unchanging  

community historic caring convenient lacking 

Nice, quiet, growing, diversity,  

Up and coming, community, local, family, walkable 

Clean, Green, Family Friendly, festive, cultural 

friendly, small, community 

Central, lots of businesses  

Nice place to live  

Corrupt, mismanaged, family-unfriendly, greedy, sellout 

Nice Community People  

green (i.e. parks), family-friendly, middle-class, residential, pleasant 

We're right in the middle 

community-focused friendly proud family-oriented welcoming 

Friendly, safe, convenient, clean, accessible 

You got me I don't know 

conservative, freedom, peaceful, friendly, patriotic 

Community, small, limited, divided, behind 

Nature, peaceful, friendly 

Peaceful convenient pretty calm neighborly  

Families, Clean, Quiet, Friendly, ? 

Fast-expanding, family friendly,  

Small. Cute. Old fashioned feeling.  

Community, active, engaged, supportive, friendly 

Clean, fun, accessible places to go 

Quaint growing family friends neighbors 

friendly,  

Convenient, Safe, inexpensive, diverse 

convenient,safe,green,busy,quite 

Clean Parks Safe Home  

safe - commercial - familiar - good leadership - always welcome 

Small, quiet, friendly, green, clean 

Safe, clean, friendly, convenient 



Unassuming. Tranquil. Undifferentiated. Pleasant. Historic. 

trying to be current 

the greatest place to live 

Suburban, stable, calm, pleasant, unexciting 

A changing small town. 

Failing in development 

Great schools, spaced out, good neighborhoods  

Perfect the way it is 

Educational opportunities progressive diverse family 

midsize, landfill, river, savers, home 

Community, Small-town, Accessible, Culture, Heritage 

community convenient affordable pleasant small 

N/A 

Growing, Close-knit, Popular, Large, Green 

Inviting, safe, beautiful, friendly, fun 

Safe, pretty, accessible, families, quiet 

Community, Family, Affordable, Safe, Fun 

relaxed, fun, family-friendly, livable, friendly 

quiet, parks, trees, friendly, growing 

Home, Family, Convenient, Friendly, and Quaint 

suburb kansas city johnson county 

Active, historic, vibrant, friendly, and evolving. 

Safe, friendly, community, culture, eclectic 

Up and coming, great parks 

Friendly, real, democrate, lovely and any more  

Family-friendly, clean and beautiful, inviting, developing, peaceful  

Home, friendly, caring,welcoming,safe  

Conflicted, suburban, quiet, relaxed, developing 

Fun, community, entertainment, family, home 

Apartments, lower to middle class, looking to find itself 

Everything you need without the crowds! 

Officials are tone deaf 

Hometown, community, family, friendly 



suburb, convenient, family oriented, out-dated,  

Convenient, Friendly, Green, Variety, Community 

Where you want to be! Growing, Thriving, Diverse, Trending, Affordable 

Character, Bright, Fun, traditional, familiar  

conservative, short-sighted, tribal, behind Lenexa 

Safe parks trails bike lanes  

Plain, behind, Ho-hum, conservative  

Central, Craft Breweries, Local, Friendly, Modernizing 

friendly, safe, great parks, professional services (medical), welcoming to businesses 

Close to Wyandotte county. Fast food. Divided east to west. 

location, progressive, caring, family oriented 

houses, few restaurants, close to what you need 

It's not Overland Park, Kansas 

clean, fun, historical, changing, grwoing 

Old, small, accessible, beautiful, woods 

Friendly, unpretentious, modest, accessible, and diverse 

Friendly, kind, community, growing, great place to raise kids or for families 

King of fast food 

Friendly, clean, convenient, growing, established 

Clean, safe, quiet, family friendly, home 

Run down. Few fun things  

Safe, sleepy, quiet, tone deaf, hilly 

community, safe, accessible, responsive, friendly 

Beautiful Parks and great schools 

quiet, nice, affordable, historic, pretty 

green, quiet, suburb, not too big, friendly 

Safe, interactive, dependable, fun, friendly 

Politeness Friendly Safe Clean Close 

small, fairly safe, diversity, location  

Friendly, Neighbors, Parks, Viability, Value 

Convenient, diverse, historical, family-friendly 

middle class good neighboorhoods 

The City of Shawnee Kansas 



Safe humid semi rural small town 

families, safe, community, clean, respectful  

Safe, clean, kind, close-knit 

Historic, reviving, local, nature, friendly 

Growth driven, profit driven, high taxes 

Safe. Community. Nature. Opportunity. Vibrant.  

Cute, microbreweries, relaxed, green space 

Old buildings mixed with new  

Small. Growing pains. Friendly. Supportive. Midwestern.  

Safe. Affordable. Beautiful. Friendly. Great schools.  

Quiet, affordable, friendly, family oriented 

Friendly, safe, great schools, small town feel 

comfortable, safe community 

Family friendly, safe, great education, great parks 

community, family, engaged, genuine, caring  

Friendly, comfortable, easygoing, fun, unique 

Outdated, Antiquated, Stubborn, Quirky 

Family, inviting, safe, sunshine, home 

n/a 

Smaller than Overland Park; safe 

A great place to live  

Suburban, sprawling, edge-of-JOCO… 

Historic, active, central, dynamic, and easygoing. 

safe, parks, trails, dog-friendly, clean 

No amenities, I go elswhere 

West VS East. Neighborly, grow up and stay, good schools, clean parks  

Eastern vs western, working class 

Boring, behind the times, stuck in the past, clean, majority friendly neighbors 

Convenient safe friendly lacking business tax base 

Friendly, safe, convenient, caring, political  

Family Parks Schools Clean Friendly  

Convenient. Hometown. Unpretentious. Cozy. Homey.  

Friendly, welcoming, inclusive, diverse ,home 



Quiet, Booming, Growing, Residential, Kid-friendly 

friendly, clean, accessible, quality, diversity 

Breweries, safe, navigable, parks, dogs 

home, parks, trees, local, location  

Family friendly, quaint, friendly, community, relaxing 

welcoming, pretty, clean, community, sustainability 

peaceful, safe, picturesque, traditional, homey 

Value oriented community  

Fun, central, safe, neighborly, hopping  

Friendly clean small parks quiet 

Easy Fun Safe Slow Clean 

Small town, suburb, neighbors, stuck, divided 

Safe, Clean, Diversity, Beauty, Homey 

Nice place to live 

Friendly, growing, expanding, small-town feel,  

ShawneeMission BLVD, easy to get around. 

Dynamic, friendly , family , active, serene 

Safety Family Faith Patriotic Welcoming 

Friendly ,Clean ,Location ,Shopping , Liveability 

Diamond in the rough 

Friendly growing community safe convenience  

friendly, active, family-oriented, spread-out, central 

Homes, Small, Divided, Historic,  

Friendly, quiet, welcoming, simple, peaceful 

Convenient safe small town feel in a big city 

historic, community, family friendly 

Family, events, close, small, active  

It's my home, sweet home. 

Spacious, family events, neighborliness, clean.  

Comfortable, Wooded, Friendly, Traditional and Diverse 

can't think of anything 

Quiet, Families, Positive, Friendly, Peaceful 

Neighborly parks friendly heritage  



Clean comfortable safe quiet schools 

Friendly, parks, family, historic, growing  

Friendly, growing, quiet, safe, clean 

Big Town with a small town feel. 

Comfortable, mostly friendly 

hilly, old and new mix, quiet, pretty, good location 

Liveable 

Convenient, quiet, safe, neighborly, home. 

Convenient, safe, friendly, spacious, outdoorsy 

Opportunities, clean, suburbs, parks, safe 

quite pretty safe coinvent affordable  

Still smallish+quaint+clean+hometown feel 

Still smallish+quaint+clean+hometown feel 

Fun, Accommodating, Traditions, Safe, Friendly 

Quiet, safe, growing, re-branding, fun.  

Safe, Affordable, Quality Schools, Recreationally Focused 

Friendly, convenient, affordable, thriving, growing 

Nice, suburb, pool, mid-size, snowflakes 

Friendly, convenient, options, parks, established 

Suburban, green spaces, great trails 

Family, parks, clean, safe, fun 

Friendly, Hometown, Great Location, Growing 

Safe, affordable, retail, accessible, clean 

Homey, quant, strict, expensive, boring 

Compact, friendly, neighborhood, location, available 

Friendly, accessible, location, trees, neighbors 

Livable, friendly, large town amenities, small town feel 

Family Friendly and growing 

local, heritage, friendly, fun, quaint  

Small town feel 

Dual, sprawl, Kansas friendly, 

Friendly, accessibility, heritage, affordable, 

Small, connected, community, friendly, nature 



Bring back 4th of July 

History Location Affordability Fun Pools 

Any thing needed is here. 

small town, friendly, easy access to city events 

Needs updating 

Friendly, safe, convenient, welcoming, great 

Friendly, safe, easy access to KC and Lawrence.Histi 

Suburbia, Shawnee mission parkway, cars, expansive, parks 

bland, boring, status quo, no progress 

Friendly, relaxed, neighbors,  

friendly, safe, spacious, diverse,  

Friendly, suburban, amenities, location, openness. 

Historic, diverse, better value in Joco,  

safe, clean, fun, active, exciting  

Activities, Smallish, Hometownish, Beautiful, Clean 
 
  



What makes Shawnee different from other communities in our area? 

Amazing city staff 

cool 

Hometown feel 

fda 

I love the small town feel of Shawnee. 

Friendly  
We came here for the neighborhoods and reasonable home prices. Too bad the city keeps allowing 
more apartments right in the middle of our neighborhoods. If there’s a spot of green or an abandoned lot, 
we can be assured that soon it will be yet another HIDEOUS AND HUMONGOUS apartment complex 
eyesores instead of beautiful new homes or green space. Shawnee has now become like every other 
suburb. Exactly what we came here to get away from.  
DeSoto school district is amazing. I know it serves more than just Shawnee, but it is THE reason we 
purchased here. The community itself is too NIMBY.  
Nothing basically, on the Johnson County side, I don't see much difference, we are different than WY 
CO and areas on the MO side. 

So much potential  

it cares about what residents want 

Stories of the history, Clean safe community, family roots. 
In Johnson County, Shawnee seems less snooty than other areas. It was a place I could count on for not 
allowing the dangers of fireworks. How stupid to change it. I’m disgusted! 

The city council is anti-everything. 
Safer than some areas around here; I love that we have quiet back roads to get to places still. None of 
the images below best symbolize Shawnee - don't make it what it isn't please.  

Old Shawnee Days 

Large enough to have most everything, but doesn’t feel large 

I love that it is new and growing, but I don't feel like I have to keep up with the Joneses to live here. 

I don't think it is any different than Merriam, Lenexa. 

Small town feel. 

History 

The history and effort to embrace it. 

Location and people 

Less commercial 

It's spread out, not densely populated...yet 
OP is too big and the traffic is a mess. Lenexa is just something to drive thru.  
 
Pics below are too small 

Sense of community and small town 



Less commercial property, seems to have more open space available for development.  

The small town community feel 
Slow to improve and keep up with other cities, failure to build higher end homes and community, the 
money has left Shawnee to go to Overland Park and lenexa 

Sense of community  
east-west city, diverse housing types, destinations in downtown Shawnee, Shawnee Mission Park, trails, 
proximity, access 

I love the feel of old Shawnee. It’s more like a rural feel yet you’re in the city.  

Shawnee is a safe area 

Na 

I think Shawnee is still trying to find it’s vibe.  
For me it's just how well maintained it is, and all the beautiful landscaping, clean, and safe! It's a small 
city with so much to offer 

Feeling of nature and green spaces  

Some good restaurantd 
I grew up in Shawnee… worked in Shawnee until retirement so it is home… no other community can 
match that feeling 

Lack of good restaurants and things to do 

Shawnee doesn't support or encourage creativity, 
Shawnee could be nice. Class up the annual event. Clean up our parks and older neighborhoods. Add 
more residential trails in older neighborhoods. Shawnee focuses on the new and shiny and forgets to 
take care of the heart of the city.  

Less developed 
We are cleaner than Overland Park which seems to be deteriorating by the minute, we are smaller and 
less congested than Lenexa which has created monstrosity at 87th and 435 

Nothing  

Much more small town style downtown area. It's why we moved here! 

I’m not sure!  

Unique hills and vistas. Proximity to the Kansas River. 

Our history 
It is a nice community to live in with a lot of shopping and restaurants near homes. It is easy to get 
around. It has the feel of a smaller city but with access to a lot of places to eat and shop and play. 

Lack of traffic circles. Yay! 

As previous answer. 

People here care about everyone else 
it has the size and the available room to grow if managed properly where its amenities can really 
blossom into something great. we are also becoming much more industrial (large industrial 
buildings/logistics/warehouses) in our open spaces which is a concern compared to other parts of the 
metro.  



Entertaining  

Location 

It has a small town, local vibe. It seems more personal.  

Neighborly 

The access to highways 

It doesn’t feel transitory, more of a hometown feel 

The geographic split causes internal problems 

I think we have more college graduates raising families here.  

There is still room for growth and improvement 
Fewer attractive restaurants than OP, Leawood and even Lenexa, politics are far less thoughtful and 
progressive, lack of vision by the current elected City Council, loudest minority voices (right-wingers) are 
embraced and others who might like to see a more inclusive community are ignored. Mission, Roeland 
Park, PV, Leawood, OP and Lenexa all have more engaged local elected leaders who seem to care 
about all of their residents, not just the MAGA-hatted, Northwest Johnson County Republican clique that 
seems to dominate Shawnee now.  

Small-town feel, "quaint" 

Topography (Good and Bad that go along with that) 

A little more rural feel than some, better planned than Olathe, livable 

rooftops vs. businesses 
Compared to cities to our east, it's very easy to navigate and get around, with great highway access so 
you can get to all the major attractions in KC: airport, stadiums, downtown KC, the Plaza, south JoCo, 
etc.  
I like that Shawnee hosts events all year long for families. I think it really being together the city of 
Shawnee and gives Shawnee its own identity compared to other suburbs of KC  

Parks, gardens, pools, entertainment, and events. 

Well laid out, large variety of housing styles and recreation, not as congested and chaotic  
We seem to be getting hipper without the cookie-cutter development that happens elsewhere. We are 
good at celebrating local businesses. 

Poor farmer's market, lack of substantive attractions 

Not sure 

Feels safer  

Staff 
I THINK SHAWNEE HAS MORE PARKS PER SQUARE MILES THAN AND OTHER CITY IN THIS 
REGION! 

The downtown feels safe and fun, everything you need is close by. 

Everything you need is close by. 

School districts, location, City infrastructure and Parks system.  
It is small enough that it has a personalized relationship to its residents, while maintaining current 
amenities  



The level of interaction and willingness to help each other is pretty awesome to see. It is easy to reach 
out when you have a question or need some help. Neighbors become like family. There is a lot of 
hometown pride for folks who live in Shawnee. 

Not as congested 

potential 

The small town feel 

Not as progressive 

Less traffic congestion, A place to live and watch a family grow 

The size...big city opportunities with a small town feeling. 

Very tight-knit community 

Community engagement  

Great schools 

I don't know  

Trails and recreation amenities  

Shawnee feels more like a small town than a city it's actual size. 

Dedication to green spaces and parks  

small but lots to offer 

Family feel is at core 

Not sure 

Better zoning enforcement prevented endless sets of shopping centers—see olathe  

Less traffic. Small town feel.  

The location and size.  

Still smallish 

Neighborhood pride 

Don’t know 

Safety  

Pretty natural hilly area 

not as crowded 

Excellent location, incredible parks and green spaces, especially SM Park and Lake, drivability 

More surveys going no where than other communities  

It is a beautifully kept city that has a small town feel.  

Lack of recreation amenities like a Rec Center.  

Good location - good schools - small town feel - traffic is not congested, even on K-7. 

We are a large city so you can live in the old part of town, more suburban, or even live in the “country” 



The ability to walk to many things in our area is a first for us. We’ve previously lived in Independence 
and Kansas City North and we didn’t have those options. We love having 3 playgrounds within a mile of 
our house.  

Access to just about anywhere in the Kansas City area 

Less congested, slower paced, off the beaten path but close to everything, beautiful rolling hills 

Not too big :) 

No much going on. 
Location / Engaging / Events / Adult and Family Focused / invest in accessible projects / Safe / true 
community  

Not overly aggressive 

not much although it seems to be veering of to the right 

Up and coming  

Old Shawnee town 

Shawnee Mission Park 

The western and eastern parts are like different cities  

That small town feel  

Not sure to be honest 

It’s more affordable while not sacrificing quality of life 

Lots of drinking establishments. Lots of young growing families. Easy highway access.  

Too much dissension between old and new sections of town 

Not much.... probably non shopping business areas 'throughout' city  

Small town activities and feel 

not sure 

Old Shawnee Town 

Location 

There is a mix of people, things to do and places to live.  

The people who work there  

Named for a Native American tribe 

Not much  

Not much now. Trying to expand to fast. Doesn’t listen to the taxpayers.  

Safe 

Shawnee has a mix of older and newer neighborhoods 

Hills and more country feel  

We're spread out. No cohesiveness between East & West.  



Not all cookie cutter, 

Great Amenities  

No difference 
More chain stores and franchises isn't it not to mention these out of place lofts being built. Shawnee isn't 
Overland Park and must find a way to move forward while being true to itself.  

Not too big not too small. Just right. 

Successful Attempts to revitalize downtown  

small town feel 

We don't have anything to do 
It feels like Shawnee is actively trying to grow again. It feels like there is a nice class of people but not 
snooty. 

Easy to get around. More affordable.  

Smaller suburban feel 

It has its own vibe and culture.  

Less traffic 

We don’t have all the bells and whistles of other cities but we have enough 

Less congestion 
We continue to offer that connection to our heritage in the area. Our neighbors to the south (Lenexa) 
have a more future look and feel but don't appear to have any heritage represented. I hope to always 
see the old Hartman and Sons banner and I love that we have the venue for live performances 
downtown.  

easy to get around 

Willingness to move quickly on some initiatives/issues and try new things 

While always looking forward, Shawnee remembers its past and wants a unique identity 

I like how it's not as crowded to drive and shop as Olathe, for instance. 

Small town feel 
it is not south OP where you have to drive across the street casue there is no walking/biking 
infrastructure. 

Small town feel 

Can't think of anything  

Not as hustle and bustle 

size, people, amenities, location,  

Refuses to allow apartments and doesn't want to fund progress 

More affordable, good schools 

Parks, heritage, proactive 

No difference 



Drastic measures and it's parks 

It’s like Cheers bar 

Topography makes western portions really pretty. Downtown Shawnee  

Removed from the hustle of KC while still within reach of the "big city". 

Seems to be behind other cities 

The downtown is transforming into an appealing destination. 

Less trendy, older, more families, more affordable 

The community 

Small town feel, connected, community sense of pride 

Not crowded 

Size 

Lack of leadership; cronyism; see Lenexa & Overland Park for progress 

It’s lack of diversity  

Not over-populated. 

Large lots, more greenspace 

Value 

It's exactly like other Johnson county cities and has an ugly flag. 
We have a small town feel that I did not experience when I lived in Overland Park. That community was 
so large that I never felt a part of it. Shawnee is the perfect size to feel at home. I love living and working 
here and plan to stay until I am retired.  

Being close to the city without the traffic and congestion  

Na 

It’s smallness  

Historic  

I dont know 

community involvement 

The Hometown Feel of Inclusion 
The entertainment opportunities it has throughout the year. The Moonlight markets, the festivals, the 
neat little downtown, the historic area downtown, and the pools.  

Old Shawnee pizza 

It’s quiet and safe 

The dump 

Tradition 

No one comes here to shop or eat 



The flowers!!! 

Small 

Hidden Gem 

We don't have a robust downtown area. 

So many things to do 

The downtown area is up and coming and has some great spots to explore 

X 

Still has room for commercial and residential expansion, other JoCo suburbs are more limited  

it is residential-focused and has better schools 

Lack of a community center  

shawnee is a beautiful city and pleasant to live in 
Other communities are trying to become mini-downtowns. Shawnee has fought to stay a suburb with a 
small-town feel 

Equal proximity to major KC area destinations  

We are keeping small town values 

Not sure.  

Shawnee has a lot to offer without feeling crowded or over built. 

Ease of access to amenities  
Lenexa has allll of the amenities. In parks and rec (tv show) Lenexa is eagleton and Shawnee is 
Pawnee.  

We don't hide our efforts to chase out poor people  

Size 
It has everything you might need as compared to some of the smaller suburbs. Shopping and 
neighborhoods both. 

We haven’t completely sold out to large developers wanting to build multi family units. 

Maintenance of parks is very good. 

Slower paced 

still vibrant in the part that was built up first 
Shawnee is always looking for ways to grow the community. Some communities in our area are 
stagnant. 
We love that old town Shawnee has so many small local businesses. The area feels safe, close knit, and 
friendly. 

The community seems engaged  
It's growing, but lopsided (east vs west). Lacks some amenities that other local cities has (which doesn't 
mean we need them) 

We have everything within 10 miles 



Longevity of community and history  
As of late, nothing. If they wanted to be unique, they would have resisted the UN's sustainability goals. 
That would put Shawnee on the map for certain.  

Lots to offer 

Family centered 

More residential, less business 

Variety of neighborhoods, wide array of amenities with a small-town feel. 

I live here 

Nothing  

Regular people who believe in the freedom of our country and the sovereignty of our community 

Small town feel 

Seems more quieter and not as much unique stores, restaurants and things to do 

Less drama 

Don’t know enough about others to say.  

Love the expansion of downtown Shawnee and hope it continues to grow adding more businesses.  

Down town area 

Recreational opportunities  

It’s not Wyandotte county 

Small feeling but with amenities 

Not very different 

Proximity and Value 

compact 
I think we’re falling behind! Look at Lenexa and Merriam. We need more businesses and a decent 
farmer’s market!  

good leadership with a good view to the future 

Quieter, smaller, slower, more green space.  

Tree covered undeveloped areas  

I've lived here for years and I have no clue how we are different. 

didn't care about keeping up with the Jones 

function and history 
More hills, trees and green spaces. More diverse (racially and socio-demographically) than most other 
Johnson County towns. More long-term residents (at least in eastern Shawnee). Great beer choices! 

Before all the apartments and brew places, it still had the small town feel. 

Failure in development 

Less congested with traffic & businesses.  



Leave it alone , that's why it's perfect.  

It does not have an established city center or unifying message. Kind of divided east and west.  

It's not that much different the most of the communities and thats a good thing. 
I think what makes Shawnee different is its smaller-town feel, but with the same great amenities, parks, 
public works, etc. seen in the other surrounding communities. Also, the downtown area is fantastic.  

excellent location, quality of life, and still affordable 

Location 

I feel we are a leading community in new ideas and accessibility to many activities. 

the small town feel 
Its unique 2 'parts' between the more metro area of east shawnee and the detached suburban area of 
west.  
The involvement of the City Officials to really care about it's residents. The City has been doing a great 
job lately of adapting to the changes the residents want and need.  

sense of community among residents 

Everyone is so friendly and willing to help 

The friendliness of neighbors. 

It's in Johnson County. Pretty much the same as most Johnson County. That's a good thing. 

Not a ton, honestly.  

Community 

Parks, downtown, trail connections, restaurants and breweries 

Our Sistercityfriendship 
It’s more laid back, charming versus commercialized, safe. It’s developing with breweries, boutiques, 
and beautiful outdoor spaces.  

No sure. 

I’m not sure 

We seem like a small town 

Poor zoning enforcement; neighborhood crime 

Great parks, roads and infrastructure  

Lack of upscale restaurants and shoppers  

Shawnee is more down to earth with more authentic people. 
it really does not have an identity. And there is more division other than western Shawnee & old 
shawnee. 

Investment in progressive infrastructure in their Downtown area 

Small town, but hip vibe. 
The amount of events the city puts on and the togetherness of the people that live here. Since most 
events are held downtown in Old Town or by city hall, the downtown is utilized in such a fun and 



convenient way. It seems like other cities rarely utilize their original downtowns despite the character 
and tradition.  

It's behind the others in infrastructure and quality of sidewalks, but street crew is the best in metro.  

Don’t know  

Best street bred in Joco. Lack of community support for improvement, east - west tension. 
It's quiet when you need it, and has lots of activities when you want it. There are several small local 
shops and breweries.  

Traffic isn't bad.  

Nothing 

not too congested, nice parks,  

Lack of restaurants , lack of social events 

It doesn't feel like every other town in suburbia. 

I live in it 

Accessibility  

It is laid back and geographically is a great location to access the rest of the KC Metro area. 

In Shawnee, you feel like people care and contribute to their community. 

We have no decent shopping area like brookside, PV or Waldo 
we are more compact. OP is so spread out it feels too huge. Lenexa is giving us a run for our money 
with their city center, but they lack the charm of our downtown area.  

Bigger lawns and trees 

Drab 

Affordability  

small town feel 

It's not overcrowded or commercialized. 
It isn't sprawling and expensive like Leawood and OP, it's still bucolic unlike Lenexa, it's safe and trying 
to maintain the old-town feel  

the traffic is so much better, good infrastructure 
It has something for everyone, whether that be pools/ parks or entertainment, or restaurants/ local 
businesses. 

Safe area to live in 
I have lived in other communities in our area and Shawnee is pretty much the same as surrounding 
communities. 

It's not a mad house, just the right amount of traffic easy to go to and from.Better Parks 
It has a diversity of socioeconomics, people, embraces its past but works towards being modern and 
keeping up with what the community needs.  

seems more up to date 

Its Name 



Small town feel 

Few high rise buildings, sparse commercial businesses 

Close-knit 

It’s developing a more local feel while still protecting being on “the outskirts” of Johnson County 

They allow fireworks now...and that's NOT a positive! We will be moving if it is not reversed.  

Lots of growth and opportunity while keeping a smaller city feel.  

More green space, older building with character, fairly progressive for suburban Kansas 

Trying to keep the small town feel and rural history . 
The west/east split. We live west. It’s a great community to raise children in. The people make Shawnee 
different. We all fiercely protect one another and come together when needed to support our own.  

Size and openness  

Nothing really 

Neighborhood feel 

Not as busy as Overland park 
Not as many shopping options (restaurants), lack of growth from a political level (slower to development 
than Lenexa and other Cities) 
lack of traffic, ease of getting around, green space, parks, genuine concern for each other, strong 
engagement in activities, small town feel, strong sense of community and strong family values  
I love that Shawnee has a small-town feel without actually being a small town. When you go to 
neighboring cities like Overland Park or Olathe, it is easy to feel like a little fish in a big pond with all the 
traffic and sheer amount of neighborhoods/land mass those cities take up. But when you're in Shawnee, 
you feel like you're part of a close-knit community because we are not as populated as those other 
cities. I truly feel like you get the best of both worlds when you live in Shawnee. 

Failure to adjust to the times. 
There are so many wonderful neighborhoods surrounding great schools, with little small businesses 
everywhere. It doesn’t feel industrial or commercial at all 

Its small but has a lot of parks and open area activities going on. 

City codes less persnickety than Overland Park 

I enjoy the hometown feel.  

Smaller school districts out west 
Shawnee takes pride in its roots and heritage while still modernizing and making the community more 
appealing to the new generation.  

city life with a small town feel 

No growth 

6 breweries down town  

Nothing 

literally so behind every other city in the area…  

We are primarily residential  



Less crowded, more personal, less busy 

Traffic isn’t as bad as some other places like OP and Olathe.  

It has a small town feel compared to other JoCo suburbs  

Not trying to lose the charm to keep up with surrounding citys 
I think its mainly a bedroom community compared to others nearby. I feel like that might but us at a 
disadvantage moving forward. 

very easy to get around in 
It has everything you could want. It feels like a small city but has everything that you could want to have 
fun. Unlike some of the smaller areas in the metros there are breweries and bars, restaurants and 
diners, and great parks while not ever feeling like you’re swamped 
-located near the airport, neighboring cities, KC 
-low living cost 
-lots of parks & trees 

Great parks, community focused, fun events like moonlight market, scarecrow festival, etc.  

The park spaces are amazing. Also clean and nicely structured roads. 

history and culture 

Small town values 

Smaller net community, still with many things to do. 

Small town feel  

Unpretentious 

Lack of identity 

It' bigger then you realize. The overall city size. It's big spaces small town values. 

Location to everything  

N/A 

Mostly clean, renovation & renewal 

Downtown is welcoming to unique locally owned businesses  

Appreciation of the small town feel. 

Excellent Police and Fire Department response ! 

Keep pace with the competition - look at Mission or Lenexa 
Conveniently tucked into a large city withlot of activity and places to go not far from home. And most 
exciting to see all the new local places coming right to our own backyard. 
Better at adapting to change and progress than Merriam but slower than Lenexa. The 435 divide 
separates us into two communities too often. We have a lot of fast food and chain places but not as 
many interesting local restaurants as other parts of town. 

Less visionary and future driven, more conservative and risk averse 

It’s a welcoming community that wants to share its values and culture with others 

Safety and size 



 

Has events and things for families and doesn’t seem like huge events. Know your neighbor  

Responsive and responsible city management with excellent maintenance of parks and infrastructure. 

Small town feel. 

The people are sincere in keeping Shawnee real to its core but not afraid of improvement. 

can't think of anything 

Quieter, slower paced 

Smart 

Suburb of large city with small town feel 
In the past, Shawnee has done a good job of planning it’s zones to keep big industry away from 
residential areas. It puts family living first. Other city like Lenexa, are all about attracting big businesses. 
Western Shawnee feels like a small town. We have enough stores, restaurants, and businesses to make 
things convenient without the congestion, noise, or traffic of the cities of Lenexa, Overland Park, etc. 
Rolling Hills, the Stream Way parks and trails, old Shawneetown, and on a bad note we have the county 
refuge and recycling Center. (The Dump) 

Not as congested 
Less traffic, some good potential for creative development, larger lots in older areas with a small town 
feel. 

Afforadable 
It does not try so hard to develop and have all the bells and whistles (which is a GOOD thing!) as other 
nearby cities like Lenexa and Overland Park. It used to be a more rural community, too, but it seems that 
the City Council has been recently approving development of every large parcel left in my area of 
western Shawnee. This is NOT what people want! 

Small Town feel 

More spread out. Less night life. Less traffic. Safer neighborhoods.  

affordable 

Hometown 

Hometown 
Shawnee is more accessible. Good at one on one communication. You can call City Hall and talk to 
someone directly involved with your issue. 

Our downtown area.  

Small town feel with metro opportunities  

Even though it is a larger city in Kansas, it has a small town appeal 

The snowflakes on Shawnee Mission Pkwy 

Not as bad of traffic and centrally located  

Bike friendly, great parks, good schools 

It is diverse and has a variety of entertainment options for all families.  



Focus on maintaining hometown feel vs outsized growth  

Nothing  

Lots of local shops 

Seems to want to be your friend, do right by your family, and is a livable city. 

Low density of traffic and people 

Small town feel, heritage and history city has built on 
Convenience to anywhere in the Metro, growing downtonw but not focused on big developments like 
Overland Park. 

Not snooty, small town feel, great schools, newly developed downtown area, no nice Community Center 

Small enough to be personal, large enough to have amenities. 

Not much 

Modern yet vintage 

Community-oriented; good people always supporting others 

Great events 

We have a long tradition of community  

Thus far, we do not have the many, many empty apt buildings that make an area look undesirable. 

Old Shawnee Town, starting to look like the poorer side of Johnson County 

nothing really 

I am new to the area and don't have a comparison 

Historical significance in state of Kansas as a territory. 
Honestly, there's nothing that makes Shawnee special except the improvements added to the downtown 
area.  

They are not reinventing themselves like lenexa has 

Has a small country town feel  

Location, thoughtful development,  

It's fairly neat and clean with good streets, good public access, its openness and its people.  

More down to earth  
It has something to offer everyone - all ages, indoor, outdoors, breweries, churches, great public 
schools, private schools,  

When I first drove through it just felt like home. I immediately wanted to move here.  
 
  



What do you like or dislike about the current Shawnee logo? 

I don't like the Shawnee font. 

cool 

Dead tree. Ugly colors. Juvenile font.  

fdadfa 

 

 

It’s looking a bit dated. And a bit underwhelming of a statement? But it’s not a big deal.  

Change the colors. Trees are nice.  
ITS FINE, no need to spend money/ time on this there are more important issues, WHY are we doing this 
we have done many many surveys, vision boards, town halls to get opinions, why are we doing another 
survey?  
I think it would be cool to have each of the branches represent each city department and the trunk 
represent the citizens.  

 
The word GOOD . The tree indicates longevity and roots. the color is peaceful the font seems inquisitive. 
It is well balanced. 

 

The tree has an erection, but it is also dead. 
Good Starts Here makes it seem like if you are not from Shawnee, you don't fit in and aren't going to fit 
in. I also don't like the blue in Shawnee and Kansas - it spreads out and is fuzzy...how about some 
element with yellow or orange in it to be a bit more joyful...and the tree is great, but all the tall apartment 
building around where I live makes this look hypocritical. If we want to preserve nature, then keep the 
tree. I'd be happy with that....how about some sunshine colors 

Dislike the dead tree. "Good" is the enemy of "Great". Good isn't good enough.  

 

I like it, just needs an update. 

 

I like it fine 

I like that is simple and to the point 

Seems a little dated. 

 

I like the colors and the tree. 

It's not eye catching, bland 

Wouldn't change it. 

Not sure what it's trying to say 

I don't like the font Shawnee is written in, and I would love to see graphic that is more lively.  



Font, Color, Stupid design, Not representative of Shawnee 

I said it when it was revealed, dead tree 

 

dated font, tree logo is very common among other local cities, difficult to use in different materials 

Love the tree!  

 

Na 

It’s a little dated. 

 
We are better than just good, we are great! I do like the idea of a tree/greenery with water in the logo but 
needs to be updated. Seems a bit outdated.  

Hate the tagline. The rest is fine 

 

 

 

Bland. Does not stand out. Looks too government branded.  

 
Don't think it is necessary to change anything about Shawnee, I moved here for a reason. Unclear why 
City Personnel feel the need to hire consultants with our tax money to pursue frivolous change. I think our 
tax dollars can be better spent on street and park improvements and not fantasy, such as Reimagine 
Shawnee, Re brand Shawnee etc 

 

I do like it, but the tree and slogan feel like they could literally be for anything or anywhere. 

Tagline is great. Logo could use a more modern refresh!  

The tree needs leaves and the Good Starts here implies it doesn't stay here. 
Good starts here sounds like there’s better places besides Shawnee, it’s just “good”, nothing 
special….It’s insulting,  

The logo is okay but doesn't incorporate what is good about Shawnee beside lots of green space. 

Like the tree. 

It's name is clear and I like the tag line. 

Colors are good, motto good,  
Tagline is fine, I might drop the period at the end of "Here". Shawnee font is interesting and I don't 
oppose keeping it. The other font is a bit plain. I tend to prefer more landscape logos over vertical. There 
are definite similarities to the City of Fairway. It may be interesting to incorporate the tree into the name 
somehow artistically. I like the idea of a permanent logo and an alternate (perhaps just a unique tree that 
can be utilized across both?) 

 



It’s great 
It represents the green space and park land, while also symbolizing growth of the community. And I like 
the “good starts here”. I feel like Shawnee has good people.  

Pro - Tree. Simple. 

Vague 

It doesn’t represent anything. It is very neutral. No values, no theme, no real message.  
So many cities use that tree or one that looks like it. Company that desgned it was, IMHO, lazy. Jokes 
can be made about the tagline. 

Like the tree and fonts 

The logo and tagline do not correlate 
Typeface on Shawnee is hard to read. Kansas is too spread out. Colors are fine. Good Starts Here is an 
acceptable tagline. But, of course, the joke is becoming, "Good Starts Here, but gets Much Better in 
Lenexa"  

I don't love the tree logo. Font could use some updating. I don't mind the tag line though! 

Tree looks like a brain 
 
NA 

I think it is fine but could use a re-fresh 
The "Shawnee" font is not modern. Why is there a sawed off limb on lower trunk of the tree? Good Starts 
Here....then where does it go?  

I think it is nice, simple, and to the point but I do think it could use an update with a modern twist!  

Good ENOUGH Starts Here is what I see. The tree is an awful symbol.  
I dislike "Good." It's the least when compared with better and best. I know the Mayor says it's a dead tree 
even though it is green, so maybe add leaves. I really like the City seal.  
I like the face that it has a tree as the main image, but it looks like we never got out of the 90s. The "good 
starts here" saying is everywhere, it isn't unique to Shawnee. 
The phrase "good starts here". Does not show what the city is about. Very vague and not memorable. We 
don't need to waste taxpayer money again to change it. Shawnee needs to learn to live within it's means.  

 

Terrible font choice. Need a better looking tree 

Tree is ugly, and we are better than GOOD 

THE TREE WITH THE GREEN BACKGROUND IS BORING 
The current logo is pretty basic, If there's a new logo I think it needs more character to represent the city 
with a modern twist 

It's a tree, but everywhere we look someone is clearing trees to build a new apartment complex. 

It sounds like a 2nd grader created it, somewhat of an embarrassment.  

it is a dead tree. not representative of growth our community. 
I actually like the tree and tagline. I do not care for the Shawnee font. I am looking forward to seeing 
something fresh and updated that reflects where our community is now and as we look to the future. 



I like that it's simple and positive 

simple 

I actually like the tree 

seems dated 

Dislike- The tree is dead. Like the font for Shawnee 
I don't like the tree or the fonts. It seems like we paid an outside company to create something we could 
have done better within our organization. 

It's confusing 

 

 

I like trees 

 

The tree looks dead 

The font is dated and "good starts here" feels too cheesy  

clean and simple 

 

 

Tag line is stupid tree is nice 

 

The tag line: good starts here, didn't make sense  

 

 

I like that I think of nature spaces, which Shawnee has many 

 

 

 
As in “good enough”? Or “just good, not great”? Or is it testament to all of our churches and religious 
schools? It’s definitely not an inclusive or inviting logo 

It is done, won’t spend more money creating a new one 
The tree that looks like it is dead or a brain. I am also not a fan of the font used for the "Shawnee" portion 
as it is dated.  

Font used for “Shawnee”.  

 

 

 



 

 

Kind of old school 90s feel 

Dislike the slogan "Good starts here." 

 

 

 

 

Simple 

 

 

I dislike it and here’s why, there is a green dead tree and then the words are in blue it just clashes 

It looks old 

 

Gives the impression that we have lots of trees in downtown. 

Old fahioned 

 

Reminds me of winter with no leaves on the tree 

 

 

 
Likes: tree, colors Dislikes: font (needs more sophistication), slogan, orientation (needs more cohesion 
because it seems like a bunch of different objects put together).  

Just seems very generic 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Dislike Good stats here. What does that mean, describe? The Shawnee font is dated. It doesn't look 
appealing, draw me in, to want to explore further.  

A little dated.  

 



 

I like the tree and tag line is fine, but it's too simple. 
No strong feelings, but it seems to capture my image of shawnee. Not glitzy or flashy but solid and 
appealing.  

Not original  

it is old, Good Starts Here is not an appropriate tag line any longer 

 
I hate the font. The tag line is ok, but it begs the question, if it starts here, does it leave? Why is the tree 
so small comparative to the name of the city? 

 

 

 

 

Not specific to Shawnee, why just good, not great 

I like 

I like the tree because we do have lots of established trees and wildlife.  

kinda plain 

I'm not sure how it necessarily applies to the City. 

I like the colors and font 

I like how crisp it is, but it needs more color. 

Just boring 

Nothing. It is fine. 

Like colors and tagline. Dislike font and simplicity of graphic. Would like more colors  

 
I like the tree, not sure of the phont of Shawnee. Not sure I like "good starts here" Maybe "This is Home"? 
Or "A place to call home"? To me, Shawnee is home.  

outdated 

 

 

I like it tree, but not the tag line “Good starts here” 

Define good in this context 

Like the tree and green color cause parks are best part of Shawnee. Slogan is boring 

I dislike all of it. We do have deep roots and branches but this is ugly. 

Dead tree and font  

Generic and does not recognize any true elements of the regions history. 



 

Don’t like the word good being used. 
The logo does nothing to represent the city's growth, position in the kc metro nor amenities that the city 
offers. 

 

 

I love it 

 

 

 

Too many lines.  

Nothing memorable, needs a single icon/image 

 

 
It is weak and no longer very modern/current. Very boring. I think Shawnee is doing new cutting edge 
things and represents our history through the downtown area. This does not symbolize that.  

 

 

 

Needs to be simpler/cleaner 

 

I don't like the "good" because I think we are GREAT 
Too sprawling, I liked the old Seal ONLY because it was compact and showed our heritage. Which we 
need not forget. When I look around Shawnee, I see our style as "no style" really. Like my own home, I 
have modern mixed with old fashioned things ... that is Shawnee in my minds eye. Good Starts Here is a 
nice thought and I like the tree ok. But the Shawnee lettering is much to whispy. by the way where did all 
those awesome city seals go that were on our entry signs etc???? 

 

Too detailed, need something easier to read from far away 

It’s very old  
I like that it's neutral (not catering to any certain groups) although I'm sure there are some people 
offended by a tree 🙄 my advice for the new logo is keep it neutral  

 

It’s just okay 

 

All good 



 

It looks dated and it doesn't actually say anything meaningful about Shawnee or our values. 

 

 

 
Looks like clipart. I want to be where Greatness starts. Cursive font is hard to read. Colors are not distinct 
from each other 

it's basic and the tagline could apply anywhere  

 

the tree stands for growing and a green environment 

The tag line seems off. “Good” isn’t that great. The “Shawnee” font seems a little dated. 

The slogan good starts here 

 

 

It's nice but becoming a bit dated. 

Too basic and vague. “Good” can be interpreted many different ways.  

 

It looks like a high school student created it in MS paint 

 

Not sure of the significance of the tree. 

I’m indifferent  

The font of Shawnee 

I don’t care for the “good starts here” 

we already have it and don't have to spend more money to get it 

It's basic. 

 

 

 

 

 
I like that someone local probably designed it. And I like the current logo because it probably didn't cost a 
lot of unnecessary spending. 

It’s old 

 



Making them is time consuming. It is a difficult design to create. 

The tag doesn't have any emotional draw or personal impact—too vague. 

 
It's fine, changing the logo is a waste of tax money. We have a statue on Shawnee Mission Pkwy and 
Mastin that could be finished.  

It5 is set in the history of our area. Do great cities change their logos? 

 

The tree which incorporates all the trees/nature we have 

 

 

 

Good starts here isn’t very specific 

Like the tree, represents family, growth, nature, opportunities 

 

Looks cheap 

It looks old. Too many fonts. Dead tree, boring colors 

The font seems childish  

N/A 

Love the tree 

 
Understand the random capitalization from a logo standpoint, but then why the punctuation. Seems like it 
should be one or the other. 3 different fonts is too many and the tree looks very inorganic. I like the idea 
of it though and the call to green space and trees.  

Seems to fit Shawnee 
I don't know what the tree represents. The font used for "Shawnee" makes in hard to read. And "Good 
Starts Here" could apply to almost any other city or town. It does not stir my soul because it is so bland 
and nondescript. 

it is ok nothing eye catching 

like it all 

 

 

False advertising 

Nothing exciting about it  

Love it . A simple tree. Good starts here. Don't like being good then Shawnee isn't for them. 

Just needs updated and a tagline that is more creative  



 

I like "Good Starts Here", but I think the tree needs re-designed or removed & replaced.  

Like the tree, not keen on the font for "Shawnee." Tag line is fine. 

 

 

The tree, and the font 

 

I really like the Tag Line, However, I feel the logo and font could be improved 

it is plain, boring, not exciting 

 
I like the earthy green color, but dislike the 3 different fonts. There is a lack of flow/congruence and needs 
updated. Be careful that the tree doesn't become too familiar to the Overland Park logo. 

The font. The amount of time and money wasted on developing it. 

Mainly colors and design of the tree 

 

I don't get the slogan. It looks cheap and not professionally done. 

I like the roots under a Tree  

 

 

It doesn’t express anything about our values or how our community is unique amongst neighboring cities.  

 

 

It's ok 

Good doesn’t start here, mediocre does 

I like the simplicity and I like the “Shawnee” font 

Outdated, unimaginative, non-descript & awful symbolism -  

Handwritten typeface isn't very sophisticated, tree logo looks very dated 
Very generic, no message or theme to take away and nothing about it makes me want to purchase 
anything featuring it. No uniqueness to it, no pop. 
Seems outdated instead of timeless. Needs a clearer less vague slogan. Colors should represent the city 
( we have so many colorful houses and flowers!) 

 

 

Don’t like tag line 

 



 

I'm not a fan of good starts here. But it's not as bad as Nebraska. It's not for everyone.  

 

 
I like the idea that trees were once important to Shawnee, but realize that isn't the case anymore as large 
swaths of trees are destroyed to make room for more asphalt drives and shingle roofs. Also, the font is 
inconsistent and funky. 

seems dated 

Font for the word Shawnee. Love the tree!  

Positive, simple. 

I like "Good Starts Here" and don't mind the "dead" tree 

What Good? only fast food 

the tree looks like a brain (but I like having a tree). Also, good starts here, but does it stay here? 

Feels dated 

 

Looks like it was created on MS paint  

Good Starts Here is blah; would be fine without it 

Good means ok, just average and what does that mean?  

The bare tree branches look a little veiny 

good starts here' is a little cliche - LOVE the tree and font of the Shawnee Kansas 

I like how it's simple and the point is easily understood. 

 

 

Not inviting enough 

Too many words, too busy 

 

It is already paid for 

Family  

Feels like nature, homey, a place to put down roots 

Like- motto, dislike- could be brighter colors  

Dislike that it is outdated  

It's fine, stop wasting tax payer money on this stuff like this.  
It just looks a bit outdated now. I don’t really care for the use of 3 separate fonts either. I also feel like the 
name of the city should be placed over the motto. So it reads, “Shawnee, Kansas. Good Starts Here.” I 
do like the blue and green - maybe adding in an additional brighter color.  



 

 

Good starts here. And honestly I do like it pretty well ….. maybe just update and new colors?  

 

 

Don’t feel like we have always seen the good come through in the actions the city does  

The lettering 

"Good" - we should not be Good, we should be Great or excellent or something better than Good 

 
It is outdated--particularly the "Shawnee" font. 3 different fonts for the only 3 words in the logo is very 
unnecessary and looks messy. It is also pretty boring and there isn't any singular element that really 
draws the eye. 

It is bland and presumptive. 

It feels very 90’s, which is good for nostalgia purposes, but feels outdated in most professional uses 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Says nothing about the City 

Didn’t cost $300,000 and won’t cost a penny more to keep  

 

the font is not the best 

 

Easy to ready, but it doesn’t mean anything.  

 

Like it because it’s familiar. Dislike because it’s outdated.  

 

Its simple. I do loved the good starts here. 

 

 

 

I love the tag line but the visual could be more exciting  



 
Good starts here...then what? "Good Grows Here" changes the meaning slightly, but indicates people 
come here and stay here. 

Too basic. Better Starts Here 

Needs a little more color. I like the font though! 

Like the font for Shawnee  

The font used for Shawnee and that overall, it's so basic 
It doesn’t really represent Shawnee. What good are we talking about? What does the tree logo have to 
do with good? How does good start in shawnee? It asks more questions than answers them. Very 
ambiguous.  

 

 

It fits our lifestyle and uncomplicated! 

 

I like the tree and the font 
I'm not invested in the tree. The logo is a lot to live up to and the city leaders need to make sure 
everything they do reflect "good". 

Colors are appealing, the tree symbolizes the parks scattered throughout the city. 

 

 

 

Looks like clip art, conveys little and fonts are not crisp 

The brain tree is not fitting and the logo is outdated 

 

Its so dated. And "good" doesn't seem like something to strive for.  

I like the logo and the saying fits. As it’s right where Johnson county starts. 

 

Lacks excitement. Needs to visually pop, get attention and inspire Curiosity.  

It’s kinda boring. I do like “Good Starts Here”! 

boring, dull colors 
I like the tree and tag line, but the SHAWNEE font is too large and disorganized. It needs to have a serif 
font and be narrower to fit within the frame of the overall logo. 

I rather see the old logo. 

Clean, known logo…. Tagline needs help 

I love it, but would like to see other designs. Change is good if it’s needed. 

 



I like the “the good starts here” but I’d prefer the old logo 

 

 

Font needs to be updated. 
I like the colors (being an environmentalist, I like green and blue!); like the inclusion of a nature-related 
image in the tree, like the font used for Shawnee, and I like the slogan. 

 

 

I don't really care for the phrase good starts here. 

Uninspiring  

Uninspiring  

I like everything except "Good Starts Here" 

 

Color palette is appealing, tagline could better represent Shawnee (it’s more than “good”) 

 

It is unique and not generic. I like the tree.  

Tree shows growth 

Like the motto and having a tree in it, fonts are outdated  

Dislike the font and the tree, like the colors. :)  

Neutral 

Make brighter colors. Two opposite colors, these look too close in color.  

 

While I like the tree the saying seems rather lame. 

It's fine 

Very Comfortable 

Simplicity but it's not unique 

 

Describes the community. 

 

It’s simple but classic 

Dislike font used for SHAWNEE 

 

Needs pizazz like the citizens of our town ! 



Needs color but the statement indicates a lot in a few words. 

I've lived here my whole life and didn't know we had a logo. 

Doesn't tell me why I should come visit or what we have to offer 

 

Good is more than just starting here. It is established. 

 

I like the tree, I dont care for the Shawnee script 

Don’t care for the font of shawnee 

 

 

Tree  
It does not attract me to the community. It looks nice but it does not tell the story of who Shawnee is or 
who Shawnee aspires to be 
 


